. Sender's screen.
half the trials, the line figures overlapped by five cells), one selected in green. The third grid was blank. The Sender's task was to communicate the selected grid to the Receiver by clicking on as many (or as few) cells as they liked in the blank grid. The Receiver was then shown the same three grids and had to choose the correct line figure. Both participants were told if the Receiver chose correctly.
There were six conditions based on manipulating effort, noise, and time constraints (Table 1 ). For a cell to be sent, a Sender had to click it 15 times in the High effort condition and five in the Low effort conditions. In the Noise conditions, any clicked cell would be sent with a probability of 1
, where n equals the number of clicks made on the cell. Two values were used for d: 0.1 in the High noise condition and 0.4 in the Low noise conditions. (There were no 5s High effort or High noise conditions, as the time limit would restrict the number of clicks too much.) Results and discussion. All predictions were supported. Message length (i.e., the number of cells sent) was greater than necessary in all conditions and varied according to noise and effort levels, remaining constant in the Low effort and Low noise conditions, and declining over time in the High effort and noise conditions. Per-cell click rate gave a measure of emphasis added to different line segments. The proportion of clicks devoted to non-critical (as opposed to critical) redundancy correlated positively with overall click rate (r = 0.29, p < 0.001), but the correlation was stronger (r = 0.56) in the High effort and High noise conditions, where there was greater pressure on participants. The distribution of effort took noise into account, with critical redundancy higher when noise was higher (β = 58.57, SE = 7.56, t = 7.75, p < 0.001). Overall mean accuracy was 97%, and did not differ significantly between conditions, with one exception: It was lower in the Low noise (5s) condition (β = −0.07, SE = 0.02, t = −2.81, p < 0.01), likely due to participants' underestimating noise.
Our results lend support to the information-theoretic account and suggest how focus systems in language might arise. This experiment focused on strategies emerging in one generation; it is likely that these become grammaticalized through transmission between generations. In further experimental work, we plan to investigate this using an iterated learning approach (Kirby, Griffiths, & Smith, 2014) .
